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Date: 14 February 2007 

REPORT 

Ref: WBWAW 

Subject: REVIEW OF LICENCE CONDITIONS 
TAXI AND PRIVATE HIRE CAR DRIVERS’ AND 
0 PE RAT0 RS’ LICENCES 

1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 

1.1. The purpose of the report is to advise the Committee of proposed changes to the 
licence conditions for taxi and private hire car drivers and operators. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. In terms of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 the Licensing Authority is able 
to grant a licence subject to such reasonable conditions as it sees fit. The Council 
attaches standard conditions to taxi and private hire drivers’ and operators’ licences. 
A full scale review of these conditions has not taken place since 1996. 

2.2. Following discussion with the Council’s Licensing Enforcement Officers, and taking 
into account concerns previously expressed by members of the General Purposes 
(Licensing) Sub-Committee, new licence conditions were drafted for taxi and private 
hire car drivers and operators. 

3. REPORT 

3.1. As well as some procedural alterations, a number of more substantive changes were 
required and it was therefore felt appropriate to have a complete overhaul of the 
conditions rather than simply amending the conditions currently in place. A draft of 
the new conditions was sent to all licence holders in January with a period of 
eighteen days given for them to provide comment. 

3.2. The changes to the conditions for taxi and private hire car drivers’ licences were very 
similar as were the changes for taxi and private hire car operators’ licences. The 
main differences between the current and proposed conditions are as follows:- 

(a) Taxi and private hire car drivers’ licences 

0 New condition that the driver shall not sound his horn for the purposes 
of alerting any passenger or prospective passenger as to the 
presence of the vehicle. 

e New condition that the driver must advise passengers of the legal 
requirement to wear a seat belt. 

e New condition that the driver shall not carry a child for whom there is 
inadequate safety restraint provision, and that it is the responsibility of 
the driver to ensure that children under 14 should wear the 
appropriate seat belt or restraint. 
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A new drivers dress code has been introduced, detailing the type of 
clothing which must be worn and explicitly prohibiting certain items of 
clothing. 

New condition that a driver has a duty to inform the Council of any 
medical condition relevant to his fitness to carry out his duties. 

In relation to taxi drivers only, a new condition that a driver must not 
stand the vehicle where it causes an obstruction, and must move the 
vehicle on at the instruction of the police or an authorised officer of the 
Council. 

(b) Taxi and Private Hire Car Operators Licences 

New condition that the operator is required to take reasonable 
measures to ensure that the driver does not commit a breach of the 
licence conditions and also to make sure that the driver is covered by 
an appropriate insurance policy. 

New condition that the licence must be returned to the Council for safe 
keeping if the licence holder ceases to operate for a period of twenty 
eight days or more. 

New conditions that require relevant documents (e.g. Vehicle 
Registration Document) to be produced in person when requested. 

3.3. A draft of the proposed licence conditions was sent to all taxi drivers (1586) and 
operators (495) and all private hire car drivers (1364) and operators (1264), and 
comments were invited. Twenty three responses were received from named licence 
holders, accounting for eight taxi operators’ licences, fourteen taxi drivers’ licences, 
twelve private hire car operators’ licences and nine private hire car drivers’ licences. 
This included one response on behalf of the Taxi Owners Association in relation to 
the proposed dress code. An anonymous response was also received purporting to 
represent the views of twenty five private hire drivers, and a further anonymous 
response purported to represent the views of eighteen private hire car operators, but 
no names were given in either case. A summary of all the points raised in the 
responses is attached at Appendix A. 

3.4. The main focus of the responses was in relation to the proposed dress code for both 
taxi and private hire drivers with almost all respondents commenting on this A 
number of respondents felt that the dress code itself was too strict, in that it did not 
allow for jeans, track suits or trainers to be worn. Many respondents agreed with the 
principle of ensuring that drivers are smartly dressed, but felt that this could be 
achieved whilst still allowing jeans, track suits, trainers etc. to be worn. Concerns 
were also raised as to the cost implications of such a code with a number of 
respondents suggesting that the Council should provide or pay for uniforms if they 
wished drivers to wear them. Some respondents also complained that the 
requirement that formal trousers and shoes are worn will mean that they are 
uncomfortable whilst driving their vehicles, and would also be impractical for 
situations where they have to leave the vehicle. 

3.5. Four respondents specifically questioned the condition relating to the prohibition on 
sounding a horn to attract the attention of passengers. They stated that it was not 
appropriate to require a driver to announce his arrival in person, as this would require 
the driver to leave the vehicle and approach the door of the customer. It was 
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submitted that this may present a danger at certain times and in certain places, and 
also that drivers would be unable to gain access to some premises. 

Some respondents took issue with the condition relating to the requirement on drivers 
to advise passengers about the requirement to wear seat belts, stating that 
passengers are already aware of this and the onus should not be left with driver. 

Three respondents disagreed with the condition making it the responsibility of the 
driver to ensure that children under 14 wear seat belts/appropriate restraints. In this 
regard they stated that if a parent is present it should be their responsibility, and if not 
the driver can only request that the child wear the appropriate restraint. They state 
that the driver is helpless if the child refuses. 

Two respondents also objected to the requirement that vehicle registration and 
insurance documents be produced in person, one on the basis that mail or fax should 
suffice, and the other on the basis that it is not always possible to appear in person. 

Some respondents also queried the necessity for a condition requiring the operator to 
take all reasonable measures to ensure a driver does not breach the conditions of the 
operator’s or driver’s licence, as the driver is bound by their own conditions. 

Having considered the responses received, finalised versions of all four licence 
conditions are attached at Appendix B. Some responses raised questions which 
could be answered directly, or related to conditions which were not new, and in these 
circumstances respondents will be contacted directly. 

In relation to the comments received concerning the dress code for drivers, it was not 
felt appropriate to substantially amend the code. The dress code was introduced as 
a result of concerns expressed by members of the Sub-Committee that drivers 
frequently do not appear to be as smartly dressed as they should be. Thus the aim 
of the code is to ensure that drivers are smartly dressed at all times. A condition 
simply requiring drivers to be clean and tidy, or “smartly dressed”, was not felt 
appropriate as it was too vague to be enforceable. The alternative of simply 
prohibiting the wearing of certain items was not considered appropriate as it would 
not necessarily bring about the change in appearance that the Sub-Committee had 
previously expressed a desire for. Accordingly the code was chosen to allow a 
degree of choice to the driver whilst ensuring they will be smartly dressed at all times. 
In relation to the cost implications, it was not felt that the cost of the items required by 
the dress code would be significantly greater than the cost of any other type of 
clothing. An amendment has, however, been made to allow for certain items of 
clothing to be worn for medical reasons with the prior consent of the Council. 

In relation to the prohibition on sounding a horn to attract the attention of passengers, 
this is in accordance with the Highway Code, which states that the horn should only 
be used whilst the vehicle is moving and the driver needs to warn another road user 
of his presence. With regard to specific concerns that the alternative is for drivers to 
leave the vehicle, which may present a danger, it is felt that procedures could be put 
in place to avoid this. For example there could be a system whereby the driver or 
someone on his behalf telephones the hirer to inform them of the vehicle’s presence. 
To accommodate this, the words “in person” have been removed from the conditions. 

With regard to concerns about the requirement on drivers advising passengers about 
the requirement to wear seat belts, it was not felt appropriate to amend this condition. 
For clarification, however, such a condition would not in any way affect the onus on 
adult passengers to ensure they wear seat belts. The requirement is simply that they 
are advised to wear them when the journey commences. 
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3.14. In relation to the concerns raised over the drivers responsibility to ensure that 
children under 14 wear a seat belt, this condition is intended to reflect the general law 
that the driver is responsible for ensuring that children under the age of 14 are 
appropriate restrained. It is noted, however, that this responsibility does not extend 
to licensed taxi and private hire vehicles in which the rear seats are separated from 
the driver by a fixed partition. Accordingly the condition has been amended in the 
finalised draft. 

3.15. With regard to concerns over the requirement to produce documents in person, it is 
not felt appropriate that the relevant conditions are amended. It should be noted, 
however, that licensing staff will endeavour to accept documents by methods other 
than personal delivery where appropriate. 

3.16. It was not felt appropriate to amend the private hire operator condition regarding to 
the responsibility of the operator to take reasonable measures to ensure that the 
driver does not commit a breach of the licence conditions. Whilst it is accepted that 
the driver will also have to comply with their licence conditions, all that is required of 
the operator in these circumstances is that he take reasonable measures and it is felt 
that this is appropriate. 

4. CORPORATE CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1. The proposed licence conditions should have no impact on the Council's wider 
policies. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. The Committee are asked to agree:- 

(a) the terms of the taxi driver and operator and private hire driver and operator 
licence conditions contained in Appendix B; 

(b) that these conditions be applied immediately to all new grants of such 
licences: 

(c) that the conditions are applied at the renewal stage of all current taxi driver 
and operator and private hire driver and operator licences. 

1/ 
Head of Legal Services 
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’ APPENDIX A 

RESPONSES TO PROPOSED LICENCE CONDITIONS 

(Proposed condition shown in bold, with responses listed underneath . Each numbered 
response is from a difference licence holder). 

The Driver shall comply with the Council’s dress code for Taxi/Private Hire Car Drivers (a 
copy of these codes can be found in the Schedules attached to the Licence Conditions in 
Appendix B) 

(1) Dress code fine if Council prepared to fund the purchase of clothes. 

(2) Clarify what headgear would be allowed - may be needed for bad weather. 

(3) Approve in principal eg no tracksuits, football tops, baseball caps but Jeans and shorts 
(dress shorts) should be allowed for driver comfort. 

(4) Disgust in requiring drivers to wear uniforms - would lead to driver being ridiculed by the 
public. Shoes uncomfortable. 

(5)  Support for Dress Code. 

(6) Total agreement for dress code - customer opinion sought thought good idea. 

(7) Agree no baseball caps, no shorts, no sports top - but should be allowed trainers and 
sandals in summer for comfort, should be allowed black or navy joghracksuit trousers - 
expensive to buy 3 or 4 dress trousers (especially outsize). Formal shoes for ladies will 
have heels and will be impracticaVdangerous. Formal skirts are straight and not practical 
to sit in a car driving. 

(8) Greater choice of what you can wear is necessary - tracksuit/jogging trousers, dark jeans 
trainers and sandals should be permitted. Formal trousers and shoes are dangerous as 
they restrict movement. 

(9) Dress code not necessary. Most customers only see top half of driver. Dress trousers not 
comfortable for a long shift driving. Dress trousers not practical in bad weather - would get 
soaked coming in and out vehicle to assist with loading. Denim should be allowed as is a 
more durable and comfortable material. Agree no sandals, baseball caps, shell suits, 
shorts. 

(10) Agree with dress code however care should be taken on various shades of colour 
permitted (suggest Council purchase shirts of chosen colour and sell to drivers). 

(1 1) Alternative to proposed dress code - self coloured boots should be permitted for adverse 
weather. Dress trousers not practical for long shift - alternative dark coloured trousers 
(excluding denim) should be permitted. 

(12) Clean denims and trousers should be allowed. Baseball caps and jackets needed in bad 
weather and for changing wheels etc. 

(1 3) Jeans should be allowed - they are becoming more socially acceptable in clubs restaurants 
etc. - more comfortable than trousers to wear on a long driving shift. 

(14) Dress trousers uncomfortable and could result in health problems due to sweat etc. - 
should be allowed tracksuit bottoms. Trainers should be allowed - constant working of the 
pedals is sore on feet and would be worse with thin sole dress shoes. Customers don’t 
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normally see drivers feet anyway. Not against change but driver comfort should be taken 
seriously. 

(15) Object to dress code. Trainers are ideal for driving as don’t slip on pedals. Denims are 
more comfortable than dress trousers. 

(1 6) Baseball caps should be allowed in certain health related cases - medical advice that head 
should be covered following treatment. Happy with no trainers. Smart sandals should be 
allowed for comfort in hot weather. 

(1 7) Taxi Owners Association view - should be a basic dress code requiring drivers to be smart 
and clean in appearance but difficult to impose a specific dress code. Trainers provide a 
good grip and comfort. Jeans and leisure tops (not football tops) can be clean and 
presentable. Some drivers need to wear hats for medical and other reasons, and drivers 
are often out of the vehicle. 

(18) Unhappy with the rules for further regulation. Been enough rules imposed already always 
at cost of drivetdoperators. There are drivers who take pride in their appearance whether 
in jeans or not. Some 
companies already have a uniform policy. 

Cannot keep up with continuing rising costs of operating. 

(19) Agree certain items of clothing should be subject to scrutiny but request more in depth 
consultation before any dress code is finalised. 

(20) Dress code makes no allowance for comfort, durability or practicality. Denim better for all 
weathers and more hard wearing. Have never received a complaint regarding my attire. If 
Council want uniform, Council should pay for it. 

(21) If the Council feels the need to regulate on a dress code they should provide a uniform. 
Driver should just be clean and presentable. The dress code doesn’t take account of 
comfort and there is no need to exclude trainers, sandals, denims, sport tops or two tone 
shirts. The dress code should be left to private hire companies. 

(22) Will the Council meet the costs of the code required? 

The driver shall fulfil [an] engagement punctually and shall immediately announce his 
arrival in person to the passenger at the place to which the vehicle has been summoned. 
The driver shall not sound his horn for the purposes of alerting any passenger or 
prospective passenger as to the presence of the vehicle. 

(1) Going into areas where a driver will not feel safe at leaving vehicle to chap door for 
customer. 

(2) Not safe to go into a block flat, house, lane etc in all weather - would feel unsafe and 
vulnerable and a target for theft in person and/or vandalism to vehicle - female drivers 
would be more at risk (suggest onus on person calling for the taxi to watch for its arrival). 

(3) Unworkable - entry to certain licensed establishments not able to be gained. 

(4) Not always practical to leave the vehicle. 

(5) Valuables left in the vehicle would be open to theft. A risk assessment would also be 
required on all paths and walkways. 
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... the driver of the taxi/private hire car shall carry the disabled persods [guide, hearing or 
assistance] dog and allow it to remain with the disabled person and shall not make any 
additional charge for doing so. 

(1) Saloon type vehicles should be exempt from carrying guide dogs - should be restricted to 
going in purpose builtlpurpose adapted vehicles. 

The licence holder shall not, without the approval of the Council, cause or permit any 
notice, advertisement, private bill, name, letter, number, sign, trademark or logo to appear 
on the outside or inside of his taxi/private hire car other than any name and number 
required by law and these conditions. 

(1) Concern if private hire cars are no longer going to be able to carry company name and 
number on back window. 

Prior to the commencement of any hire, the driver shall advise all passengers of the legal 
requirement to wear a seat belt. 

(1) Vehicle already fitted with signs for customer information re wearing of seatbelts. Would 
this be sufficient to comply with the proposed condition. 

(2) Adult passengers own responsibility to wear a seat belt. 

(3) People are already aware of the requirement and the onus should not be on the driver. 

The driver shall give such assistance as he is able with loading and unloading luggage but 
he shall not be bound to leave the immediate proximity of the vehicle to do so. 

(1) Use of word “luggage” not appropriate (suggest “gives such assistance as he is able with 
loading and unloading”). 

The driver shall not carry any child for whom there is inadequate seat belt or other safety 
restraint provision. It is the responsibility of the driver to ensure that any child under the 
age of 14 wears a seat belt or appropriate safety restraint. 

(1) Concern in cases where child continues to take off seat belt or refuses to wear it. 

(2) Does this take the responsibility from a parentladult and shift it to the driver. 

(3) If the parent is present, it should be their responsibility. If no parent is present the driver 
can only instruct a child to put on the belt. Any physical contact in an attempt to put the belt 
on may be misconstrued as inappropriate. 

The documents shall be produced in person by the person named thereon as soon as 
possible at the request of any police officer or authorised officer of the Council. 

(1) Object to produce in person - mail or fax should suffice. 

(2) It is not always possible to produce the appropriate document in person. 
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The [operator’s] licence holder shall not ask the taxi or private hire driver to do anything 
that would result in the driver committing a breach of the conditions of this licence or of 
the conditions attached to his taxi or private hire driver’s licence, and shall take reasonable 
measure to ensure that the driver does not commit a breach of the conditions of the 
licence or the conditions attached to his taxi or private hire driver’s licence. 

(1) Drivers are self employed so should comply with their own licence conditions. 

The driver shall not refuse to fulfil an engagement as a result of a delay in the 
commencement of a hire caused by passenger disability. Under no circumstances may a 
waiting time or other charge be applied to any person who has required to delay the 
commencement of the hire as a result of a disability. 

(1) Must define “disability” more precisely, as this could extend to someone with, for example, 
a stutter. Also, drivers are not always aware that a delay is being caused by a disability. 
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TAXI DRIVER’S LICENCE CONDITIONS 

The driver shall clearly display his taxi driver’s badge on his person. 

The driver shall permit any passenger, police officer or authorised officer of the Council to 
inspect his taxi driver’s badge on request. 

The driver shall ensure that his taxi driver’s badge remains in good condition and legible 
and, where the badge becomes in any way illegible or defaced, the driver shall immediately 
obtain a replacement from the Council. The driver shall pay the appropriate fee for 
obtaining such replacement. The driver shall not lend or permit any other person to use 
his badge, or wear any other badge than such badge as has been issued to him by the 
Council. 

The driver may operate the taxi as an exclusive taxi, a shared taxi or a taxi-bus. 

A hirer or passenger may require the taxi to operate as a taxi-bus only if the taxi is 
displaying a notice indicating that it is operating as a taxi-bus. 

A hirer or passenger may require the taxi to operate as a shared hire only if the taxi 
is displaying a notice indicating that it is operating as a shared hire taxi. 

A hirer or passenger may require the taxi to operate as an exclusive taxi only. If the 
taxi is displaying a notice indicating that it is operating as an exclusive taxi. 

If the hirer or passenger is the first hirer or passenger, then that hirer or passenger 
may require the taxi to operate as an exclusive taxi even if the taxi is displaying a 
notice that it is operating as a shared taxi. 

The sole remaining passenger or hirer in a taxi (which was operating as a shared 
hire when the passenger or hirer’s journey began) may require the taxi to operate 
as an exclusive taxi. 

The driver shall fulfil, or cause to be fulfilled, unless prevented by sufficient cause, 
at the time and location specified, an engagement for the hire which he has 
accepted or which has been accepted on his behalf by a representative. 

The driver shall fulfil that engagement punctually and shall immediately announce 
his arrival to the passenger at the place to which the vehicle has been summoned. 
The driver shall not sound his horn for the purposes of alerting any 
passenger or prospective passenger as to the presence of the vehicle. 

If a passenger does not commence his journey within five minutes of the arrival of 
the driver, or such additional period as may be agreed between the driver and 
passenger, the driver may refuse to fulfil the engagement. Where the vehicle has 
been pre-booked he shall be entitled to require payment of any engagement or 
other fee properly payable. 

The driver shall not refuse to fulfil an engagement as a result of a delay in the 
commencement of a hire caused by passenger disability. Under no circumstances 
may a waiting time or other charge be applied to any person who has required to 
delay the commencement of the hire as a result of a disability. 

LICENCE HOLDERS ARE REMINDED THAT A FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH LICENCE CONDITIONS MAY LEAD TO CRIMINAL 
CONVICTION AND PENALTY AND/OR SUSPENSION OF A LICENCE IN TERMS OF PARAGRAPH 11 OF THE FIRST SCHEDULE 
TO THE CIVIC GOVERNMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT 1982. 
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The driver shall not carry more than the number of passengers his vehicle is licensed to 
carry, nor shall he carry a greater number of passengers than there are seat belts 
available. 

The driver shall not refuse to drive a passenger to any place within the Licensing area, 
except in accordance with Condition Number (8) below. 

The driver need not convey any passenger or passenger:- 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

who is drunk or otherwise not in a fit and proper state to be carried; or 
whose conduct or clothing is offensive or likely to cause damage to the interior of 
the vehicle; or 
who refuses to cease smoking in the vehicle when requested to do so by the driver; 
or 
is accompanied by any animal (with the exception of a guide dog, a hearing dog or 
an assistance dog) which is likely to cause damage or soil the interior of the vehicle; 
or 
for any other reasonable cause. (e) 

Nothing in this condition shall permit a driver to refuse to take a guide dog, a hearing dog 
or an assistance dog as required by Condition Number (9). 

Where a taxi or private hire car has been hired:- 

(a) 

(b) 

by or for a disabled person who is accompanied by a guide dog, a hearing dog or 
an assistance dog of that person; or 
by a person who wishes such a disabled person to accompany that person in the 
taxi or private hire car, and the circumstances specified in Condition Number (9) 
below do not apply. 

the driver of the taxi or private hire car shall carry the disabled person’s dog and allow it to 
remain with the disabled person and shall not make any additional charge for doing so. 

The circumstances referred to in Condition Number (8) above are that:- 

(a) a notice of exemption issued by the Council has been issued to the driver 
exempting him on medical grounds from the requirement to carry guide, hearing 
and assistance dogs and is in force; and 
that notice is exhibited either by:- 
(i) 
(ii) 

(b) 
affixing it in a prominent position on the dashboard facing upwards; or 
affixing it to the windscreen of the taxi or private hire facing outwards. 

The driver shall not, in any circumstances whilst driving a taxi or private hire car, cause or 
permit a notice of exemption to be displayed in the taxi or private hire car which does not 
relate to the vehicle or type of vehicle being driven. The driver shall not cause or permit a 
notice of exemption to be displayed where the driver is, at that time, not exempt from 
complying with the requirement to carry guide, hearing and assistance dogs. 

The driver of a taxi, while he is in charge of the taxi, shall not actively canvass or importune 
in any public place, street or car park for employment, except where the taxi is being 
operated on shared hire and then only to the extent that is reasonably required to ascertain 
whether there are any prospective further passengers (in addition to an existing passenger 
or existing passengers who wish to participate in the shared hire of the taxi). 

LICENCE HOLDERS ARE REMINDED THAT A FAILURE TO CQMPLY WITH LICENCE CONDITIONS MAY LEAD TO CRIMINAL 
CONVICTION AND PENALTY AND/OR SUSPENSION OF A LICENCE IN TERMS OF PARAGRAPH 11 OF THE FIRST SCHEDULE 
TO THE CIVIC GOVERNMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT 1982. 
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The driver shall carry luggage provided that the luggage can be accommodated safely 
within the luggage compartment of his vehicle. The driver shall not permit any shopping 
trolley of the type supplied by self-service stores for the convenience of their customers to 
be carried. 

The driver shall give such assistance as he is able with loading and unloading luggage but 
he shall not be bound to leave the immediate proximity of the vehicle to do so. 

Prior to the commencement of any hire, the driver shall advise all passengers of the legal 
requirement to wear a seat belt. 

The driver shall not carry any child for whom there is inadequate seat belt or other safety 
restraint provision. It is the responsibility of the driver to ensure that any child under the 
age of 14 wears a seat belt or appropriate safety restraint unless the rear seats of the 
vehicle are separated from the driver by a fixed partition. 

The driver, while carrying passengers, shall be clean and tidy in his person and shall 
conduct himself in a proper and civil manner and shall not eat or drink. 

The driver of a taxi, when the taxi is hired or standing for hire shall either site in the driving 
seat of the taxi or stand in the immediate proximity thereto except during any period he 
may be absent to announce the arrival of his taxi to the hirer or when assisting the hirer 
with luggage to or from the taxi, or for any other necessary purpose. 

The driver, whilst plying for hire or carrying passengers, shall not smoke within the vehicle. 

The driver shall comply with the Council’s Dress Code for Taxi Drivers. (see Schedule 1, 
attached). 

The driver shall drive to any requested destination by the shortest practicable route unless 
otherwise instructed by the passenger. The driver of a taxi which has been hired on a 
shared hire will take the shortest practicable route which will serve the destinations of all 
the passengers whom he is carrying at any one time. 

The driver shall not charge more than the maximum permitted by the relevant fares tariff 
set by the Council. 

The driver shall ensure that the taximeter fitted in the taxi is operated properly at all times. 

The driver shall not knowingly allow the vehicle in his charge to be used for illegal 
purposes, permit to be carried any article of a dirty, noxious, explosive or dangerous 
nature, or permit to be carried any person who has vermin on his person, or has in his 
possession an open bottle or open vessel containing alcohol. 

The driver shall ensure that there is in place motor insurance which covers the driver to 
drive the vehicle as a taxi. 

The driver shall search the vehicle at the end of his shift for any property that may have 
been left therein. Any property found by the driver shall, within twenty-four hours, be 
returned to the owner of the property, if known, or delivered by the driver to a police 
station. 

When a taxi is driven off a stance, the driver of the taxi immediately behind shall draw up 
his vehicle to take the place vacated, and the taxi drivers behind shall draw up their 
vehicles in a like manner in order to effect proper operation of the stance. 

LICENCE HOLDERS ARE REMINDED THAT A FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH LICENCE CONDITIONS MAY LEAD TO CRIMINAL 
CONVICTION AND PENALTY AND/OR SUSPENSION OF A LICENCE IN TERMS OF PARAGRAPH 11 OF THE FIRST SCHEDULE 
TO THE CIVIC GOVERNMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT 1982. 
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The driver of a taxi shall not stand for hire in a place that causes obstruction to any access, 
footpath or roadway and shall immediately move from a location on the instruction of a 
police officer or authorised officer of the Council, where that officer is of the stated opinion 
that an obstruction is being so caused. 

If the holder or a taxi driver’s licence is at any time driving or in charge of a private hire car 
he shall not stand or ply for hire in any public place, street or car park or use his vehicle as 
a taxi. A driver shall not, whilst in charge of a private hire car, accept a hire that has not 
been pre-booked. A driver shall not rank, stop when hailed or do anything else to suggest 
that a private hire car is available for hire without having been pre-booked. 

The driver shall ensure at all times that the vehicle, including all bodywork, upholstery, 
fittings and accessories is in a safe, serviceable and clean condition. In particular, the 
driver shall be responsible for satisfying himself as to the availability of a fire extinguisher 
and the condition of the lights and tyres of his vehicle prior to commencing his shift. 

A driver who changes his place of residence shall, within seven days of so changing, give 
notice of the change to the Council in writing and shall produce his licence to the Council 
for substitution of an amended licence. 

The driver of a taxi shall intimate in writing the details of any criminal conviction recorded 
against him, or fixed penalty accepted by him, within twenty eight days of the conviction or 
acceptance of the fixed penalty. 

The driver shall notify the Council in writing of any medical condition relevant to the issue 
of fitness to drive or otherwise carry out the duties of the licensed activity. 

The driver shall fully comply with all verbal or written requests for information from 
authorised officers of the Council within the time limits detailed in those requests. 

The driver who ceases to act as a taxi driver, whose licence is suspended or who is 
disqualified from driving for any period shall, within 7 days, deliver to the Council his 
licence and badge. 

In the event of any contravention of any of these conditions, the Council are entitled to 
consider suspension of the licence in terms of Schedule 1 of the Civic Government 
(Scotland) Act 1982. 

All formal intimations should be sent in writing to the Head of Legal Services, North 
Lanarkshire Council, Civic Centre, Motherwell, ML1 1 TW. 

In these conditions:- 

“The Council” means - North Lanarkshire Council. 

“The Driver” means the holder of a taxi driver’s licence. 

“Exclusive”, as applied to the hire of a taxi, means that a single fare is payable by any one 
passenger for the whole hire of the taxi whether or not more than one passenger is carried; 
and “Exclusive Hire” shall be construed accordingly. 

“Taxi” has the meaning ascribed to it in terms of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 
and in particular refers to a vehicle that may be pre-booked or engaged for hire in a public 
place for a journey beginning there and then. 
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“Private hire car” has the meaning ascribed to it in terms of the Civic Government 
(Scotland) Act 1982 and in particular refers to a vehicle that may only be engaged for hire 
by a pre-booking arrangement. 

“Shared”, as applied to the hire of a taxi, means that each passenger is carried at a 
separate fare, payable to the driver; and “shared hire” shall be construed accordingly. 

“Taxi-bus” means a taxi which is being used, under a special licence granted under Section 
12 of the Transport Act 1985, to provide a local service which is or requires to be 
registered under Part 1 of the Act, has been previously advertised and which has a 
destination and route which are not entirely at the discretion of the passengers. 

In these conditions the use of the singular implies the plural and the use of the masculine 
implies the feminine. 
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TAXI DRIVER’S LICENCE CONDITIONS 

SCHEDULE 1 

DRESS CODE FOR TAXI DRIVERS 

Male Taxi Drivers 

All male taxi drivers must wear a single coloured collared dress shirt or polo shirt with formal 
trousers and formal shoes or such other uniform as is approved in advance by the Council. 

The following items may be worn if desired by the driver:- 

(1) Single coloured pullover or cardigan; and 

(2) Single coloured jacket. 

Female Taxi Drivers 

All female taxi drivers must wear a single coloured blouse, dress shirt or polo shirt with formal 
trousers or a formal skirt and formal shoes or such other uniform as is approved in advance by the 
Council. 

The following items may be worn if desired by the driver:- 

(1) Single coloured pullover or cardigan; and 

(2) Single coloured jacket. 

Small company logos will also be permitted. 

For the avoidance of doubt, the following items of clothing are not permitted: 

(1) Trainers or sandals. 

(2) Baseball caps. 

(3) Tracksuits or shell suits. 

(4) Denims. 

(5) Shorts. 

(6) Sports Tops. 

(N.B. This list is not exhaustive) 

Certain items of clothing not otherwise permitted may be worn in limited circumstances for medical 
reasons with the prior written consent of the Council, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. 
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TAXI LICENCE CONDITIONS 

(1) The licence holder shall ensure that the taxi (including all bodywork, upholstery, fittings and 
accessories) is in an undamaged, safe, serviceable and clean condition. 

(2) The licence holder shall ensure that the taxi complies with the relevant Council vehicle 
specification at all times. 

(3) The licence holder shall require his taxi to undergo and pass an annual inspection to be 
carried out by the Council or its agents. 

(4) At the expiry of the annual inspection certificate of the taxi, the licence holder shall not 
operate the taxi until the taxi has been inspected and passed by the Council or its agents. 

(5) The licence holder shall pay the Council such fees as the Council may fix for inspecting the 
vehicle on any occasion that such inspection is required and fee demanded. 

(6) The licence holder shall, on demand or by arrangement, submit his taxi for inspection by a 
police officer, Transport Manager or authorised officer of the Council. 

(7) Where the licence holder is advised by a police officer, Transport Manager or other 
authorised officer of the Council that the taxi is in his opinion defective, damaged or in any 
way in breach of these conditions, he shall rectify the defect, damage or breach within the 
time stated in any formal notice issued in respect of that defect, damage or breach, such 
rectification to be to the satisfaction of the Transport Manager. This condition has effect 
regardless of whether the defect or damage is considered to affect the roadworthiness of 
the taxi. 

(8) The licence holder shall report any damage caused to the taxi by vehicular accident or by 
any other means to the Council within 24 hours or at the earliest opportunity thereafter. If 
the vehicle remains roadworthy the licence holder shall present the taxi to the Council’s 
Transport Manager for examination within seven days of the damage being caused. If the 
vehicle is not roadworthy, the licence holder shall not be entitled to operate the vehicle as a 
taxi until such time as the Transport Manager confirms that the necessary repairs have 
been carried out to his satisfaction. 

(9) If, following any inspection, the Transport Manager indicates to the licence holder that he 
considers the relevant vehicle to be a threat to public safety, the licence holder shall not be 
entitled to operate the vehicle as a taxi until such time as the Transport Manager confirms 
that the necessary repairs have been carried out to his satisfaction. 

(10) The licence holder shall, within seven days, advise the Council when he has been served 
with formal notice under the vehicle rectification scheme administered by the police or with 
any notice in terms of Section 1 1 of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982. The licence 
holder shall present evidence of the rectification of any defects to the Council within seven 
days of obtaining it. Where the defects have not been rectified, or upon the request of the 
Transport Manager, the licence holder will present the taxi for inspection by the Council’s 
Transport Manager within 7 days of the notice expiring. Where the taxi is no longer to be 
operated the licence holder shall notify the Council in accordance with the conditions on 
substitution or temporarily or permanently ceasing to operate the taxi business. (Conditions 
11, 31 and 32). 

(1 1) The licence holder may substitute another vehicle for the vehicle designated in the licence. 
The licence holder shall not operate the substitute vehicle until he has intimated his 
intention in writing to the Council, the substituted vehicle has been tested and certified by 
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the Council’s Transport Manager as suitable for use as a taxi and the licence has been 
amended by the Council to reflect the substitution. 

The licence holder shall cause to be exhibited to him and shall endorse as so exhibited the 
taxi driver’s licence of any person he permits or employs to act as a driver of the taxi. The 
licence holder shall not ask a taxi driver to do anything that would result in the driver 
committing a breach of the conditions of this licence or the conditions attached to a taxi 
driver’s licence, and shall take all reasonable measures to ensure that the driver does not 
commit a breach of the conditions of the licence or the conditions attached to a taxi driver’s 
licence. The licence holder shall ensure that any person employed to act as a driver of the 
taxi is covered by an appropriate motor insurance policy. 

The licence holder shall keep an up-to-date list of the names and addresses of all taxi 
drivers employed by him, together with a record of who is driving the taxi at any given time, 
and shall produce the list to any police officer or authorised officer of the Council on 
demand. Each such record shall be retained by the licence holder for inspection for a 
period of one year. 

The licence holder shall ensure that an accepted hire is fulfilled unless there is a 
reasonable excuse for not doing so. 

The licence holder shall hold the vehicle registration document in his own name and home 
address, and where there is more than one principal licence holder, the vehicle registration 
document shall be in the name and home address of at least one of those persons. The 
document shall be produced in person by the person named thereon as soon as possible 
at the request of any police officer or authorised officer of the Council. 

The licence holder shall maintain motor insurance in respect of the taxi as required by Part 
VI of the Road Traffic Act 1972 and the certificate of motor insurance shall be held in the 
name of the person shown on the vehicle registration document. Where there is more 
than one principal licence holder, the certificate of insurance shall be in the name of the 
person shown on the vehicle registration document. The document shall be produced in 
person by the person named thereon as soon as possible at the request of any police 
officer or authorised officer of the Council. 

The named licence holder shall produce to the Council, in person, a valid annual certificate 
of motor insurance within seven days of the previous certificate’s expiry date. The named 
licence holder shall also produce to the Council, in person, any other document relating to 
the operation of the taxi within seven days of the document being requested. 

The licence holder shall ensure that while the vehicle is in use as a taxi, any plates or other 
things which have been issued by the Council for the purpose of indicating that the vehicle 
is a taxi are displayed at all times in positions approved by the Council. For the avoidance 
of doubt, taxi licence plates must be affixed to the rearmost exterior part of the vehicle 
unless the vehicle, being specifically manufactured as a taxi, has an alternative rear-facing 
location provided. 

If any plate or other thing which has been issued by the Council for the purpose of 
indicating that the vehicle is a taxi becomes damaged or defaced so as not to be distinctly 
visible or legible, or is lost, the licence holder shall immediately obtain a replacement from 
the Council. The licence holder shall require to pay the Council in terms of this condition 
such fees as the Council may fix. 

The licence holder shall display in the taxi a Council notice stating the approved maximum 
taxi fares and charges. That notice shall be placed in a position where it is readily visible 
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to passengers being carried. Subject to Condition 35, no other table of fares and charges 
shall be displayed. 

(21) The licence holder shall not, without the prior approval of the Council, cause or permit any 
notice, advertisement, private bill, name, letter, number, sign, trade mark or logo to appear 
on the outside or inside of his taxi other than any name and number required by law and 
these conditions. 

(22) The licence holder shall have affixed to, and used on, the taxi, a taximeter which has been 
tested and approved by the Council. The licence holder shall only use a taximeter which 
has been stamped or sealed by the Council or its authorised agents after testing and 
approval as to the distance and time in accordance with the approved taxi fares and 
charges. Once a taximeter is fitted to his taxi, the licence holder shall not tamper with the 
taximeter or break or tamper with any seal or stamp on such taximeter or any attachment 
affixed thereto by the manufacturer or the Council except to remove the taximeter for 
repair or replacement. Should the seal be broken, the licence holder shall have the 
taximeter re-tested by the Council or its authorised agents before using the taximeter 
again. The licence holder shall not use a taximeter where that taximeter has not been 
tested and approved by the Council within the previous twelve months. This condition 
shall not apply to any taxi whilst it is in use as a taxi-bus. 

(23) The licence holder shall not use, or cause or permit to be used on a taxi a road wheel or 
tyre of a different circumference from that for which the taximeter affixed to the taxi was 
designed, geared and tested by the Council. 

(24) The licence holder shall ensure that the taximeter fitted to his taxi remains in a position 
approved by the Council. 

(25) The licence holder shall not operate a taxi, or cause or permit it to be operated while the 
seals affixed to any taximeter or taxi in respect of the taximeter are broken or detached. 

(26) The licence holder shall not use, or cause or permit to be used, a defective taximeter. 

(27) The licence holder shall carry a fire extinguisher of a type and in a position approved by the 
Council. 

(28) If the cost of a journey is not regulated by a licensing authority fare structure and the taxi is 
not being used as a taxi-bus, the licence holder shall take steps to ensure that any 
potential hirer of his taxi is informed, prior to acceptance of the hire, that the fare is not so 
regulated and the cost or method of calculating the cost of the proposed journey. 

(29) The licence holder shall not permit or employ any person or agent to run his business as a 
taxi operator or to carry out the day-to-day management of the business unless that person 
is approved by the Council and is designated on the licence as day-to-day manager. 

(30) The licence holder shall not sell, transfer, hire out, assign, exchange, gift or otherwise 
alienate all or part of his interest in, or rights under, the taxi licence without the approval of 
the Council. 

(31) If the licence holder ceases to operate the taxi for a period of 28 days or more, whether 
during the substitution of vehicle process or otherwise, he shall immediately deliver his 
licence and identification plate to the Council where it will be held in safekeeping until such 
times as the taxi business recommences trading or the licence holder permanently ceases 
to operate the business. 
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If the licence holder permanently ceases to operate the taxi business he shall immediately 
surrender his licence and identification plate to the Council and the licence plate shall 
cease to have effect. 

If the licence holder changes his place of residence he shall, within seven days of such 
change, give notice to the Council in writing and shall produce his licence to the Council for 
substitution of an amended licence. The licence holder shall pay the Council such fee, if 
any, as the Council may fix for the amended licence. 

The holder of a taxi licence shall, at any time when the taxi is being used as a taxi-bus 
display on the taxi a notice that indicates that the taxi is being used as a taxi-bus. 

The licence holder shall, at any time when the taxi is being used as a taxi-bus, display in 
the taxi a fare table containing sufficient information to enable a passenger to ascertain the 
fare for his journey or the manner in which that fare is calculated. The fare table shall be 
displayed in a position where it may be clearly viewed by passengers. 

The licence holder shall intimate to the Council in writing the details of any criminal 
conviction recorded against him, or fixed penalty accepted by him, within twenty eight days 
of the conviction or acceptance of the fixed penalty. 

This licence is not assignable or transferable without the consent of the Council. In 
addition the licence holder is, without the consent of the Council, strictly prohibited from 
parting with or sharing the beneficial interest of the licence and the rights accruing thereto. 

In the event of any contravention of any of these conditions, the Council are entitled to 
consider suspension of the licence in terms of Schedule 1 of the Civic Government 
(Scotland) Act 1982. 

All formal intimations shall be sent to the Head of Legal Services, North Lanarkshire 
Council, Civic Centre, Motherwell, ML1 1TW. 

In these conditions:- 

“The Council” means - North Lanarkshire Council or its authorised officers or agents. 

“Transport Manager” includes any officer or any employee of the Council or any sub-contractor 
authorised by the Council to fulfil the functions of the Council in terms of Section 11 of the Civic 
Government (Scotland) Act 1982. 

The use of the singular implies the plural and the use of the masculine implies the feminine. 

“Taxi” has the meaning ascribed to it in terms of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 and in 
particular refers to a vehicle that may be pre-booked or engaged for hire in a public place for a 
journey beginning there and then. 
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PRIVATE HIRE CAR DRIVER’S LICENCE CONDITIONS 

The driver shall clearly display his taxi or private hire car driver’s badge on his person. 

The driver shall permit any passenger, police officer or authorised officer of the Council to 
inspect his private hire car driver’s badge on request. 

The driver shall ensure that his private hire car driver’s badge remains in good condition 
and legible and, where the badge becomes in any way illegible or defaced, the driver shall 
immediately obtain a replacement from the Council. The driver shall pay the appropriate 
fee for obtaining such replacement. The driver shall not lend or permit any other person to 
use his badge, or wear any other badge than such badge as has been issued to him by the 
Council. 

The driver shall fulfil, or cause to be fulfilled, unless prevented by sufficient cause, 
at the time and location specified, an engagement for the hire which he has 
accepted or which has been accepted on his behalf by a representative. 

The driver shall fulfil that engagement punctually and shall immediately announce 
his arrival to the passenger at the place to which the vehicle has been summoned. 
The driver shall not sound his horn for the purposes of alerting any 
passenger or prospective passenger as to the presence of the vehicle. 

If a passenger does not commence his journey within five minutes of the arrival of 
the driver, or such additional period as may be agreed between the driver and 
passenger, the driver may refuse to fulfil the engagement. The driver shall be 
entitled to require payment of any engagement or other fee properly payable. 

The driver shall not refuse to fulfil an engagement as a result of a delay in the 
commencement of a hire caused by passenger disability. Under no circumstances 
may a waiting time or other charge be applied to any person who has required to 
delay the commencement of the hire as a result of a disability. 

The driver of a private hire car shall, unless the cost of the journey is regulated by a 
licensing authority fare structure, inform the passenger before the journey commences (a) 
that the fare is not so regulated, and (b) the cost, or the method of calculating the cost, of 
the proposed journey. 

A driver engaged on a hire shall not collect another passenger without the consent of the 
original passenger. 

The driver shall not carry more than the number of passengers his vehicle is licensed to 
carry, nor shall he carry a greater number than there are seat belts available. 

The driver shall not refuse to drive a passenger to any place within the Licensing area, 
except in accordance with Condition Number (9) below. 

The driver need not convey any hirer or passenger:- 

(a) 
(b) 

(c) 

who is drunk or otherwise not in a fit and proper state to be carried; or 
whose conduct or clothing is offensive or likely to cause damage to the interior of 
the vehicle; or 
who refuses to cease smoking in the vehicle when requested to do so by the driver; 
or 
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(d) who is accompanied by any animal (with the exception of a guide dog, a hearing 
dog or an assistance dog) which is likely to cause damage or soil the interior of the 
vehicle; or 
for any other reasonable cause. (e) 

Nothing in this condition shall permit a driver to refuse to take a guide dog, a hearing dog 
or an assistance dog as required by Condition Number (10). 

Where a private hire car has been hired:- 

(a) 

(b) 

by or for a disabled person who is accompanied by a guide dog, a hearing dog or 
an assistance dog of that person; or 
by a person who wishes such a disabled person to accompany that person in the 
private hire car; 

and the circumstances specified in Condition Number (1 1) below do not apply, the driver of 
private hire car shall carry the disabled person’s dog and allow it to remain with the 
disabled person and shall not make any additional charge for doing so. 

The circumstances referred to in Condition Number (1 0) above are that:- 

(a) a notice of exemption issued by the Council has been issued to the driver 
exempting him on medical grounds from the requirement to carry guide, hearing 
and assistance dogs and is in force; and 
that notice is exhibited either by:- 
(i) 
(iii) 

(b) 
affixing it in a prominent position on the dashboard facing upwards; or 
affixing it to the windscreen of the private hire car facing outwards. 

The driver shall not, in any circumstances whilst driving a private hire car, cause or permit 
a notice of exemption to be displayed in the private hire car which does not relate to the 
vehicle or type of vehicle being driven. The driver shall not cause or permit a notice of 
exemption to be displayed where the driver is, at that time, not exempt from complying with 
the requirement to carry guide, hearing and assistance dogs. 

The driver shall carry luggage provided that the luggage can be accommodated safely 
within the luggage compartment of his vehicle. The driver shall not permit any shopping 
trolley of the type supplied by self-service stores for the convenience of their customers to 
be carried. 

The driver shall give such assistance as he is able with loading and unloading luggage but 
he shall not be bound to leave the immediate proximity of the vehicle to do so. 

Prior to the commencement of any hire, the driver shall advise all passengers of the legal 
requirement to wear a seat belt. 

The driver shall comply with the Council’s Dress Code for Private Hire Car Drivers. (see 
Schedule 1, attached). 

The driver shall not carry any child for whom there is inadequate seat belt or other safety 
restraint provision. It is the responsibility of the driver to ensure that any child under the 
age of 14 wears a seat belt or appropriate safety restraint unless the rear seats of the 
vehicle are separated from the driver by a fixed partition. 

The driver, while carrying passengers, shall be clean and tidy in his person, conduct 
himself in a proper and civil manner and shall not eat or drink. 
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The driver, whilst operating as a private hire driver, shall not smoke within the vehicle. 

The driver shall drive to any requested destination by the shortest practicable route unless 
otherwise instructed by the passenger. The driver of a private hire car which has been 
hired on shared hire shall take the shortest practicable route which will serve the 
destinations of all the passengers whom he is carrying at any one time. 

Where a taximeter is fitted to a private hire car, the driver shall not charge more than the 
maximum permitted by the relevant fares tariff set by the Council. 

The driver shall ensure that any taximeter fitted in a private hire car is operated at all times. 

The driver shall not knowingly allow the vehicle in his charge to be used for illegal 
purposes, permit to be carried any article of a dirty, noxious, explosive or dangerous 
nature, or permit to be carried any person who has vermin on his person, or has in his 
possession an open bottle or open vessel containing alcohol. 

The driver shall search the vehicle at the end of his shift for any property that may have 
been left therein. Any property found by the driver shall, within twenty-four hours, be 
returned to the owner of the property, if known, or delivered by the driver to a police 
station. 

The driver shall not stand or ply for hire in any public place, street or car park or use his 
vehicle as a taxi. The driver shall not accept a hire that has not been pre-booked. The 
driver shall not rank, stop when hailed or do anything else to suggest that a private hire car 
is available for hire without having been pre-booked. 

The driver shall ensure at all times that the vehicle, including all bodywork, upholstery, 
fittings and accessories is in a safe, serviceable and clean condition. In particular, the 
driver shall be responsible for satisfying himself as to the availability of a fire extinguisher 
and the condition of the lights and tyres of his vehicle prior to commencing his shift. 

A driver who changes his place of residence shall, within seven days of so changing, give 
notice of the change to the Council in writing and shall produce his licence to the Council 
for substitution of an amended licence. 

The driver of a private hire car shall intimate in writing the details of any criminal conviction 
recorded against him, or fixed penalty accepted by him, within twenty eight days of the 
conviction or acceptance of the fixed penalty. 

The driver shall notify the Council in writing of any medical condition relevant to the issue 
of fitness to drive or otherwise carry out the duties of the licensed activity. 

The driver shall fully comply with all verbal or written requests for information from 
authorised officers of the Council within the time limits detailed in those requests. 

A driver who ceases to act as a private hire car driver, whose licence is suspended or who 
is disqualified from driving for any period shall, within 7 days, deliver to the Council his 
licence and badge. 

In the event of any contravention of any of these conditions, the Council are entitled to 
consider suspension of the licence in terms of Schedule 1 of the Civic Government 
(Scotland) Act 1982. 

All formal intimations and notifications should be sent in writing to the Head of Legal 
Services, North Lanarkshire Council, Civic Centre, Motherwell, ML1 1 TW. 
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(34) In these conditions the use of the singular implies the plural and the use of the masculine 
implies the feminine. 

In these conditions:- 

“The Council” means - North Lanarkshire Council. 

“The Driver” means the holder of a private hire driver’s licence. 

“Private hire car” has the meaning ascribed to it in terms of the Civic Government 
(Scotland) Act 1982 and in particular refers to a vehicle that may only be engaged for hire 
by a pre-booking arrangement. 

“Taxi” has the meaning ascribed to it in terms of the Civic Government Act 1982 and in 
particular refers to a vehicle that may be pre-booked or engaged for hire in a public place 
for a journey beginning there and then. 

“Shared, as applied to the hire of a private hire car, means that each passenger is carried 
at a separate fare, payable to the driver; and “shared hire” shall be construed accordingly. 
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PRIVATE HIRE DRIVER’S LICENCE CONDITIONS 

SCHEDULE 1 

DRESS CODE FOR PRIVATE HIRE DRIVERS 

Male Private Hire Drivers 

All male private hire drivers must wear a single coloured collared dress shirt or polo shirt with 
formal trousers and formal shoes or such other uniform as is approved in advance by the Council. 

The following items may be worn if desired by the driver:- 

(2) Single coloured pullover or cardigan; and 

(2) Single coloured jacket. 

Female Private Hire Drivers 

All female private hire drivers must wear a single coloured blou 
formal trousers or a formal skirt and formal shoes or such c 
advance by the Council. 

dress shirt or polo shirt with 
?r uniform as is approved in 

The following items may be worn if desired by the driver:- 

(3) Single coloured pullover or cardigan; and 

(4) Single coloured jacket. 

Small radio control/taxi/private hire company logos will also be permitted. 

For the avoidance of doubt, the following items of clothing are not permitted: 

(7) Trainers or sandals. 

(8) Baseball caps. 

(9) Tracksuits or shell suits. 

(10) Denims. 

(11) Shorts. 

(1 2) Sports Tops. 

(N.B. This list is not exhaustive) 

Certain items of clothing not otherwise permitted may be worn in limited circumstances for medical 
reasons with the prior written consent of the Council, which consent shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. 
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PRIVATE HIRE CAR LICENCE CONDITIONS 

The licence holder shall ensure that the private hire car (including all bodywork, upholstery, 
fittings and accessories) is in an undamaged, safe, serviceable and clean condition. 

The licence holder shall ensure that the private hire car complies with the relevant Council 
vehicle specification at all times. 

The licence holder shall require his private hire car to undergo and pass an annual 
inspection to be carried out by the Council or its agents. 

At the expiry of the annual inspection certificate of the private hire car, the licence holder 
shall not operate the private hire car until the private hire car has been inspected and 
passed by the Council or its agents. 

The licence holder shall pay the Council such fee as the Council may fix for inspecting the 
vehicle on any occasion that such inspection is required and fee demanded. 

The licence holder shall, on demand or by arrangement, submit his private hire car to 
inspection by a police officer, Transport Manager or other authorised officer of the Council. 

Where the licence holder is advised by a police officer, Transport Manager or other 
authorised officer of the Council that the private hire car is in his opinion defective or 
damaged or in any way in breach of these conditions, he shall rectify the defect, damage 
or breach within the time stated in any formal notice issued in respect of that defect or 
damage. This condition has effect regardless of whether the defect, damage or breach is 
considered to affect the roadworthiness of the private hire car. 

The licence holder shall report any damage caused to the private hire car by vehicular 
accident or by any other means to the Council within twenty four hours or at the earliest 
opportunity thereafter. If the vehicle remains roadworthy the licence holder shall present 
the private hire vehicle to the Council’s Transport Manager for examination within seven 
days of the damage being caused. If the vehicle is not roadworthy, the licence holder shall 
not be entitled to operate the vehicle as a private hire car until such time as the Transport 
Manager confirms that the necessary repairs have been carried out to his satisfaction. 

If, following any inspection, the Transport Manager indicates to the licence holder that he 
considers the relevant vehicle to be a threat to public safety, the licence holder shall not be 
entitled to operate the vehicle as a private hire car until such time as the Transport 
Manager confirms that the necessary repairs have been carried out to his satisfaction. 

The licence holder shall, within seven days, advise the Council when he has been served 
with formal notice under the vehicle rectification scheme administered by the police or with 
any notice in terms of section 11 of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982. The licence 
holder shall present evidence of the rectification of any defects to the Council within seven 
days of obtaining it. Where the defects have not been rectified, or upon the request of the 
Transport Manager, the licence holder will present the private hire car for inspection by the 
Council’s Transport Manager within seven days of the notice expiring. Where the private 
hire car is no longer to be operated the licence holder shall notify the Council in 
accordance with the conditions on substitution or temporarily or permanently ceasing to 
operate the private hire car business. (Conditions 11, 35 and 36). 

The licence holder may substitute another private hire car for the private hire car 
designated in the licence. The licence holder shall not operate the substitute private hire 
car until he has intimated his intention in writing to the Council, the substitute private hire 
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car has been tested and certified by the Council’s Transport Manager as suitable for use 
as a private hire car and the licence has been amended by the Council to reflect the 
substitution. 

The licence holder shall cause to be exhibited to him and shall endorse as so exhibited the 
taxi or private hire driver’s licence of any person he permits or employs to act as the driver 
of the private hire car. The licence holder shall not ask the taxi or private hire driver to do 
anything that would result in the driver committing a breach of the conditions of this licence 
or the conditions attached to his taxi or private hire driver’s licence, and shall take 
reasonable measures to ensure that the driver does not commit a breach of the conditions 
of the licence or the conditions attached to his taxi or private hire driver’s licence. The 
licence holder shall ensure that any person employed to act as a driver of the private hire 
car is covered by an appropriate motor insurance policy. 

The licence holder shall keep an up-to-date list of the names and addresses of all taxi or 
private hire car drivers employed by him, together with a record of who is driving the 
private hire car at any given time, and shall produce the list to any police officer or other 
authorised officer of the Council on demand. Each such record shall be retained by the 
licence holder for inspection for a period of one year. 

The licence holder shall ensure that an accepted hire is fulfilled, unless there is a 
reasonable excuse for not doing so. 

The licence holder shall hold the vehicle registration document in his own name and home 
address, and where there is more than one principal licence holder, the vehicle registration 
document shall be in the name and home address of at least one of those persons. The 
document shall be produced in person by the person named thereon as soon as possible 
at the request of any police officer or authorised officer of the Council. 

The licence holder shall maintain motor insurance in respect of the private hire car as 
required by Part VI of the Road Traffic Act 1972 and the certificate of motor insurance shall 
be held in the name of the person shown on the vehicle registration document. Where 
there is more than one principal licence holder, the certificate of insurance shall contain the 
name of the person shown on the vehicle registration document. The document shall be 
produced in person by the person named thereon as soon as possible at the request of 
any police officer or authorised officer of the Council. 

The named licence holder shall produce in person to the Council, in person, a valid annual 
certificate of motor insurance within seven days of the last certificate’s expiry date. The 
named licence holder shall also produce to the Council, in person, any other document 
relating to the operation of the private hire car within seven days of the documentation 
being requested. 

The licence holder shall ensure that while the vehicle is in use as a private hire car, any 
plates or other things which have been issued by the Council for the purpose of indicating 
that the vehicle is a private hire car are displayed at all times in positions approved by the 
Council. For the avoidance of doubt, private hire car licence plates must be affixed to the 
rearmost exterior part of the vehicle. 

If any plate or other thing which has been issued by the Council for the purpose of 
indicating that the vehicle is a private hire car becomes damaged or defaced so as not to 
be distinctly visible or legible, or is lost, the licence holder shall immediately obtain a 
replacement from the Council. The licence holder shall require to pay the Council in terms 
of this condition such fees as the Council may fix. 

The licence holder shall not display a roof sign of any kind on his private hire car. 
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The licence holder shall not display any sign or mark on the private hire car that gives, or is 
intended to give, the impression that the private hire car is a taxi. 

The licence holder shall not, without the approval of the Council, cause or permit any 
notice, advertisement, private bill, name, letter, number, sign, trade mark or logo to appear 
on the outside or inside of his private hire car other than any name and number required by 
law and these conditions. 

If the licence holder has a taximeter affixed to the private hire car, it shall be a taximeter 
that has been stamped or sealed by the Council or its authorised agents after testing and 
approval as to distance and time in accordance with the approved taxi fares and charges. 
Once a taximeter is fitted to his private hire car, he shall not tamper with the taximeter or 
break or tamper with any seal or stamp on such taximeter or any attachment affixed 
thereto by the manufacturer or the Council except to remove the taximeter for repair or 
replacement. Should the seal be broken, the licence holder shall have the taximeter re- 
tested by the Council or its authorised agents before using the taximeter again. The licence 
holder shall not use a taximeter where that taximeter has not been tested and approved by 
the Council for a period in excess of one year. 

Where a taximeter is fitted to a private hire car, the taximeter should be operated at all 
times. 

Where a taximeter is fitted to a private hire car, the licence holder shall display in the taxi a 
Council notice stating the approved maximum taxi fares and charges. That notice shall be 
placed in a position where it is readily visible to passengers being carried. No other table of 
fares and charges shall be displayed. 

The licence holder shall not use, or cause or permit to be used on a private hire car, a road 
wheel or tyre of a different circumference from that for which a taximeter affixed to the 
private hire car was designed, geared and tested by the Council. 

The licence holder shall ensure that a taximeter fitted to his private hire car remains in a 
position approved by the Council. 

The licence holder, if his private hire car is fitted with a taximeter, shall within two working 
days inform the Council of the removal of the taximeter from his private hire car. He shall 
not refit a taximeter on a second or subsequent occasion without prior permission from the 
Council, except when the private hire car is due to be annually tested by the Council. 

The licence holder shall not operate the private hire car, or cause or permit it to be 
operated while the seals affixed to any taximeter are broken or detached. 

The licence holder shall not use, or cause or permit to be used, a defective taximeter. 

The licence holder shall carry a fire extinguisher of a type and in a position approved by the 
Council. 

If the cost of a journey is not regulated by a licensing authority fare structure the licence 
holder shall take steps to ensure that any potential hirer of his private hire car is informed, 
prior to acceptance of the hire of the cost or method of calculating the cost of the proposed 
journey. 

The licence holder shall not permit or employ any person or agent to run his business as a 
private hire car operator or to carry out the day-to-day management of the business unless 
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that person is approved by the Council and is designated on the licence as day-to-day 
manager. 

(34) The licence holder shall not sell, transfer, hire out, assign, exchange, gift or otherwise 
alienate all or part of his interest in, or rights under, the private hire car licence unless 
approved by the Council. 

(35) If the licence holder ceases to operate the private hire car for a period of twenty eight days 
or more whether during the substitution of vehicle process or otherwise, he shall 
immediately deliver his licence and identification plate to the Council where it will be held in 
safekeeping until such times as the private hire car business recommences trading or the 
licence holder permanently ceases to operate the business. 

(36) If the licence holder permanently ceases to operate the private hire car business he shall 
immediately surrender his licence and identification plate to the Council and the licence 
and plate shall cease to have effect. 

(37) If the licence holder changes his place of residence he shall, within seven days of such 
change, give notice to the Council in writing and shall produce his licence to the Council for 
substitution of an amended licence. The licence holder shall pay the Council such fee, if 
any, as the Council may fix for the amended licence. 

(38) The licence holder shall intimate the details of any criminal conviction recorded against 
him, or fixed penalty accepted by him, within twenty eight days of the conviction or 
acceptance of the fixed penalty. 

(39) All formal intimations shall be sent in writing to the Head of Legal Services, North 
Lanarkshire Council, Civic Centre, Motherwell, MLl 1 TW. 

In these conditions:- 

“The Council means - North Lanarkshire Council. 

“Private hire car” has the meaning ascribed to it in terms of the Civic Government 
(Scotland) Act 1982 and in particular refers to a vehicle that may only be engaged for hire 
by a pre-booking arrangement. 

“Taxi” has the meaning ascribed to it in terms of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 
and in particular refers to a vehicle that may be pre-booked or engaged for hire in a public 
place for a journey beginning there and then. 

“Transport Manager” includes any officer or any employee of any sub-contractor 
authorised by the Council to carry out or fulfil the functions of the Council in terms of 
Section 1 1 of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982. 

The use of the singular implies the plural and the use of the masculine implies the 
feminine. 
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